The Mini WAVE loom

The Wave Video that comes with each loom uses the Big Wave as a model. It is best to view the video and then look at the following pictures specific to the Mini Wave.

Put the Lease sticks through the "cross" you created on the warping frame.

Tie on the 2nd tie bar and put the tie bar through the loop of your warp.

The 3 Sectional Strips replace the older “U” brackets that came with a Mini Wave. Place the Sectional Strips in the warp as you start to wind it the first wrap around the beam. Even them out about every 1/3 of the way around. Try to keep your warp confined within the sections you start putting it in. The outer is the most important so it does not spread out. In the middle sections it is not as important.

To complete the setup review the DVD for tying your warp to the Cloth Beam and "Setting" your weaving start.